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MaxiLog 1200x1000x760 - 3R, 

Perforated 

Item: 

4429600   

This perforated MaxiLog® with 3 runners is the all-rounder for transporting food 

or large volume bulk. Strong, sturdy, automation-friendly, safe and easy to clean. 

This MaxiLog® is specially adapted to all needs of industrial processing and food 

production. Efficient in return transport thanks to its stackable dimensions. Safe 

and secure stacking thanks to corner stacking features. Available in a solid or 

perforated version with either 4 feet, 2 runners or 3 runners. UN approved 

versions available in 11H2 and 50H for transporting dangerous goods by road, sea, 

and air. 

Specifications 
 

External (LxWxH): 1200 mm x 1000 mm x 760 mm 

Internal (LxWxH): 1108 mm x 908 mm x 574 mm 

Weight: 35.3 kg 

Volume: 610 L 

Max. Individual Load capacity: 450 kg 

Max.Static load on bottom container in a  

stack: 4500 kg 

Max. Dynamic load on bottom container in a  

stack: 1000 kg 

Incremental stack height: 734 mm 

Base type: perf 

Wall type: perf , perf 

Number of Skids: 3 

Number of Feet: 0 

Long Side Door, Short Side Door: 0 No , 0 No 
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Label holder long/short side:: 1 , 1 

Lid available: Drop on 

RFID option: Yes 

Material: HDPE 

Temperature range: -20 °C to 40 °C 

Fire retardant: No 

Standard Colour: 502 Grey RAL 7040 

Packaging 
 

Units/Pallet (pc): 4 

Pallet size: 1200 mm x 1000 

mm 

Pallet Height: 2254 mm 
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Feature and Benefits 
 

- Outlet valve prepared - 1 and 2 inch drain valves can be fitted on demand for easy emptying 

- Reinforced base - Computer optimised design minuses deformation under 450 kg internal load. 

- Secure Stacking - Corner stacking features ensure safe and secure stacking of boxes up to 4500 kg stacking load. 

- Smooth and safe - All surfaces easy to clean. Inner walls are smooth which makes it easy to empty; therefore suitable for deep freezing. - Automation friendly - 

Designed to be compatible with most automated handling systems and conveyor systems 

- food approved - manufactured from high quality plastics. 

- smooth design - easy to clean, less dirt traps 

- washing - units can be washed 

- Fully recyclable at the end of its long service life - Recyclable 

- We grant a 2 year warranty on all purchased products - 2 years warranty 
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